Vol. 7: I Want a Safe, Balanced Loan Portfolio
This document is intended to give a credit union a complete road map to create a report useful to
lenders, collectors and executive management. This road map will take the user from the very beginning
point all the way through to the end of the process and the evaluation of the report using the
referenced CU*BASE options to mine the data and track findings.

What is the Goal?
Using this booklet, you will be able to view and evaluate your loan portfolio to analyze which loan
categories need more or less risk. Determine which loans need more attention and which loans the
credit union needs to cut back on. Determine if you are taking on too much risk or not enough.

Where Do I Begin?
1. Begin by going to the Auditing Functions 1 (MNAUDT) menu. Select option #16 – Ln Portfolio
Concentration Risk. Now you are ready to begin.
2. Enter your credit union’s net worth and hit enter. (You can also narrow results by using the
available filters to create segments of your loan portfolio.)
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3. On the next screen you will select the summary option. This is an overview of your loan
portfolio. It will give you a high, low, and average of categories such as credit score, loan rates,
and other options. The bottom of this page shows you your delinquencies. It will show you the
number of loans delinquent, the balances of the delinquencies, and the percentages. The
delinquency percentages need to be evaluated with the credit score average and the loan rate
average.
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4. To get deeper into analysis, use the buttons at the bottom of the screen. By selecting member
view, you can see loans by credit score. You can analyze how many there are, the balances of
those loans, the percentage that each group makes up of your loan portfolio, and the
percentage of the net worth. The bottom of this page shows delinquencies. It shows how many
months the loan is delinquent, the percentage of loans that are delinquent, and the balances of
the delinquent loans.

5. Going back to the options on the bottom of the summary page, select collateral view. Here you
can see the breakdown of all the loans with collateral. The options here include total loan
balance, number of loans, collateral value, value/ balance percentage, the percentage each
category is of your portfolio, the percentage of your net worth, and its original loan to value.
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6. The last option on the summary page is product view. This view breaks down the loans by
collateral and loan purpose (new vehicle, used vehicle, rec vehicle, etc.). For each one of those
categories, it will summarize the total amount of loans, the percentage it makes up of total
loans, and the percentage it makes up of the total net worth.

Other Considerations
Another way you may want to access your loan risk is by member. Use the Loan Concentration Risk by
Mbr option found on the Auditing Functions 1 (MNAUDT) menu.
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This screen shows you the members with the most outstanding loans with your credit union. You can
toggle this list to sort it by credit score, loan balance, or disbursement limit. You can also pick out types
of loans such as closed end loans, rather than totals of all members loans. This is important to monitor
so that one or a few members don’t have too much of your loan portfolio. Also you can monitor the
outstanding debt and compare it to credit scores to see how much income you are making based on the
amount of risk you are taking.

What Do I Do with the Information?
Credit unions come in all different sizes with all kinds of different loan approaches. There is no right or
wrong so this makes evaluating these ratios difficult. Here is what can be done with each of the screens
mentioned above.

Loan Risk Score Analysis Summary
This screen is the overview of outstanding loans. The actual dollar amounts that are at risk can been
seen here. Some things to watch for:
-

Average credit score holding steady. If this is rising, your loan portfolio is becoming less risky,
but with that your loans will not be bringing in as much interest income. If average credit score
is dropping, your loan portfolio is becoming more risky and delinquencies would need to be
watched closely.

-

Delinquencies! Obviously rising delinquencies are not a good thing. Monitoring this and making
sure they stay low or consistent is a must. If they are getting high, your CU might want to
consider making a more strict lending policy or strengthening your collecting dept. If they are
very low, you can afford to try more risky loans and bring in some extra income from the higher
interest rates.

Member View
This digs in a little deeper to credit scores and loan trends as well as delinquencies. Some things to
watch for:
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-

New loans: this box breaks down loan volume by quarter. All credit unions have different plans
whether that is aggressively adding or cutting back on loans, but this is where that can be
monitored.

-

Credit Scores: when you talk about credit risk, this sums it up. Here you want a good bell shaped
curve with your loans. You don’t want 60% to be high credit score because you won’t bring in
much interest income. You don’t want 60% to be low credit scores because then your loan
portfolio would be extremely risky. This is where you monitor how risky your portfolio is from a
credit score standpoint, and determine what changes need to be made, if any.
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Collateral View
This screen breaks down your loans by type of collateral. This is important because you do not want to
rely too heavily on one product or service. This is a good way to look at how much volume you have and
compare it to the income you have. From there, determine which products or services may be wise to
invest more or less time and money into. With that being said, some CUs do not offer certain types of
loans and have to rely a little more on those other services.
Following up with this on a regular basis will make it more effective. Monitoring the trends of credit
scores, loan volume, delinquencies, and others is important. Checking on a monthly or quarterly basis to
see changes is most effective.
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